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The Danes In Winther's Trilogy
By Norman C. Bansen

The harsh and forbidding aspects of immigrant life pervade
Sophus Keith Winther's trilogy dealing with the experience of
the appropriately named Grimsens, a Danish farm family in
southeastern Nebraska, from the late 1890's through
approximately the first quarter of the 20th century.
Prominence is given to the struggle against economic odds
and the problems of social adjustment in an area where there
are not many Danes, so few, in fact, that the religious needs
of the community are served through monthly visits of a
Danish Lutheran pastor from Omaha. Den danske Pioneer
provides the family with reading material and the inspiration
to fight against discouragement. The sons search for
education beyond that available in the local school and
library . In the dark atmosphere the contrasts of occasional
happy moments shine with radiance : The Weeping Willow
Danes gather to reminisce about the Danish past; something
as mundane as the Danish delight in coffee and food is given
its proper place; the typical Nordic reserve in the family
breaks now and then, especially in the relationship between
Meta and her sons; here the emphasis is on the bond - and
the barrier -- of the Danish Language.
Winther was born in S~by, north of Aarhus, Denmark, in
1893, and at the age of two came to the United States with
his parents. His boyhood and youth were spent on farms near
Weeping Water, Nebraska, obviously a prototype of the
Weeping Willow of the novels . At the age of 18, after
completing one year at Weeping Water Academy, he followed
his parents to Eugene, Oregon . The young Winther's eagerness
for education , certainly reflected in Hans Grimsen , led him to
the University of Oregon for the Bachelor of Arts degree,
1918, and to the University of Washington for the Doctor of
Philosophy degree, 1927. He was a member of the English
faculty at the latter university until his retirement in 1963. He
is recognized for his Eugene O'Neill : A Critical Study, 1934
(second edition , 1961); a novel, Beyond the Garden Gate,
1946, and the Grimsen trilogy, Take All to Nebraska, 1936,
(reprinted in hardcover and paperback edition s by the
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University of Nebraska Press, 1976); Mortgage Your Heart,
1937, and This Passion Never Dies, 1938. The trilogy was
translated into Danish by Hans Kirk, contemporary Danish
novelist, and published as Nebraska er mit hjem in a
two-volume edition in 1948 and reprinted in a single-volume
edition in 1961; a Swedish translation, Rot i ny jord, appeared
in Stockholm in 1943.
Following World War II Winther was awarded the
Liberation Medal by King Christian X of Denmark. In 1976
Dana College honored him at a ceremony on the Blair,
Nebraska campus that marked the planting of a cottonwood,
the state tree, and the placing of a native granite boulder, the
inscription on which reads in part, "Professor Emeritus,
University of Washington. Denmark his birthplace; Nebraska
his home." Later that same year he accepted the highest
honor of the Nebraska Library Association, the Mari Sandoz
Award, for his contribution to "the literature of migrant
mankind" and "his continuing witness to the nourishment of
Nebraska roots ." Winther, qualified through experience,
education and devotion, presents in depth the story of the
Danish immigrants, a story that is, by extension, also that of
all migrants. The sense of place is evident - eastern Nebraska,
the very center of the large, although scattered, NebraskaIowa Danish settlements - yet this in no way limits the author
in making it an account that has meaning for all who would
understand the broader immigrant experience.
Winther points out that Eugene O'Neill's world "is tragic
because it is without intelligent social organization"1 and that
the playwright introduces comedy "for the purpose of
heightening the tragic atmosphere."2 This is a focus and a
technique found in the Grimsen trilogy. The moments of
Danish lune and of neighborly banter serve to increase the
gloom when it again descends . Mari Sandoz, in her review of
Take All to Nebraska, commented, "Where are all the fine
Sunday get-togethers, the picnics and dinners one familiar
with Danish immigrants expects? To be sure there are dinners
in the book, several of them, but there is no convincing
gusto, no zest and no joy in them ." 3 What Sandoz forgot is
that there was scarcely time and rarely the mood for such
parties on a rented farm of the kind Winther presents in the
first novel. There are more parties - some with the demanded
zest and joy! - in the last two books of the trilogy, but this
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fact does not overcome a premonition that the Grimsens, now
on a mortgaged farm , are fighting a losing battle with the
economic system . Winther would agree with O'Neill , and
does quote him on this : "Sure I'll write about happiness if I
can happen to meet up with the luxury, and find it
sufficiently dramatic and in harmony with any deep rhythm in
life." 4 Within the family itself there is sadness in the
remembrance of Margaret, American-born only daughter who
dies in infancy; references to her move like somber cello
notes through the novels; she represents yet another hope,
another unrealized longing, nor is Meta, her mother,
permitted another daughter.
The economic problems Peter Grimsen deals with explain
much in his personality. Meta understands this : "He was onl y
hard because life was hard in America . In Denmark he was
not that way." (TP, p . 255)5 His penny-pinching frugality is
developed from the beginning; when Meta asks him to buy
groceries, he comments irritably, "You'd think I was made of
money the way you order. " (TA, p. 31 ) The author comments,
" They had bought land to escape from the burden of
exorbitant rent only to find themselves in the clutch of
finance corporations, who were bleeding them to a slow
death ." (TP, p . 86) The Grimsens lose the battle. As they
prepare for the auction they list on the sale bill items that
had come to have meaning for them.
It was a printed cardboard on the table before them;
hundreds like it gleamed brilliantly from telephone poles for
miles along the country roads . Some were torn loose from the
tacks that held them and flapped in the winter wind. Others
were blown away, rolling before the wind across the barren ,
frozen field s, lodging in the little hollows of plowed land , or
hanging on a line of rusty , barbed wire, upside down, like a
soldier tripped and caught in the entanglements of the
enemy's trenches . (TP, p . 229)
Meta and Peter read once more the sale bi 11 that represents
for them end of twenty-four years of farming in Nebraska.
Winther comments on the real meaning of it : " Endless hopes,
dreams, regrets , a life before this Nebraska life began , old
country landscapes, manners and customs clung to the
world-end limits of this cold piece of cardboard ." (TP, p . 240)
A lthough Peter dies on his farm the evening of the sale , there
is an iron ic note of triumph in the observation that "No
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sheriff or banker witnessed Peter Grimsen's departure from his
beloved farm." (TP, p. 252)
In religious matters the Grimsens maintain what resembles
the more inclusive Grundtvigian stance rather than the
pietistic narrowness of the Inner Mission group. At the
Catholic funeral Hans recalls that his father has said that
those people are good neighbors, and the distinction of
Catholic and Protestant doesn't mean much ; Hans "had
known enough discrimination and abuse as an immigrant
child to realize that it was being poor rent farmers that made
the difference." (MH, p. 20) Peter offers a brief blessing at
meals only on great holidays such as Christmas and New Year,
(TA, p. 34) and, as a nominal Christian, does not work on
Sunday, but "if the wheat was ripe, the fear of eternal
damnation could not triumph over the urge to reap the
harvest. He would cut his wheat though he be damned for it."
(MH, p. 190) In a sardonically humorous manner an attitude
toward the clergy surfaces as Meta tries to break inoffensively
the news that Peter will have to pick up a porcelain basinpitcher-pot set in town . He discovers it is for the use of the
pastor and thunders, "Well, if he is too good to use a syrup
can, let him hold his water. I'm damned if I spend money for
such finery." (TA, p . 32) When Hans comes home from a
Methodist revival meeting to announce he is now a Christian,
Peter says, "You were baptized a Christian. " (MH, p. 225)
However, it is interesting that not many years after this Hans
maintains that he hates "bankers and most preachers ." (TP, p .
6) Yet in the broad sense there is in the family a religious
sensitivity centering in the reverent awe that Hans
experiences the night he falls asleep in the hog pen after
delivering a litter of pigs : " The prophet in the desert, under
the starry sky, may feel something of the mystery of life, and
of man's yearning for God , or for meaning, or significance in
the universe. To Hans, this experience in the hog pen partook,
in its own strange way, of that same quality." (TA, p . 169)
The Danish Pioneer (Den danske Pioneer), a DanishAmerican newspaper published in Omaha, is mentioned as a
positive influence in all three novels . Henrik Cavling, a
Danish journalist who toured America in the 1890's, was an
admirer of the paper; concerning the then editor, he wrote,
"de danske Praester rundt om i Settlementerne praekede mod
ham og lyste ham og hans Blad i Ban . . . Der var gammelt
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Praestehad i B¢,nderne, og naar Praesten havde praeket og
tornede dem ned i Helvede, holdt de nok af at laese den
Praeken, Mark Hansen holdt for Praesten, og den havde altid
Naeb og Kl¢,r. " 6 Shortly before Sophus Neble, who is mentioned in the trilogy, took over the editorship from Hansen,
the paper had the distinction of being banned in Denmark - a
ban that lasted from 1886 to 1898 - for its outspoken
criticism of the Danish government? Under Neble's editorship
the paper continued to crusade for the rights of the
immigrants . It is through this paper that Peter learns that
there are Danes in the Weeping Willow area. Meta uses the
paper to paste over the gaping holes in the plaster of their
dilapidated first house in Nebraska; the rats and mice,
attracted to the flour paste, have it eaten off the walls by
morning. (TA, p. 23) This episode may well suggest that the
security provided by the newspaper will at length be eaten
away by the very injustice against which it fights . Both Meta
and Peter support social justice, and the author comments,
" To reinforce and keep alive this love for justice there was
the Danish Pioneer, whose editor continually kept before his
readers a vision of a better land where the rich should not
have privileges that were not likewise accorded to the poor."
(MH, pp. 214-15)
An old country heritage is seen in the boys' avid reading
and later in their thirst for new ideas that education could
provide, the latter evident especially in Hans during his
university years. Alfred reads from the sheets of Den danske
Pioneer that have been used for patching the walls, the boys
amass personal libraries of nickel story books, and Hans
discovers the library in the back of the furniture and undertaking establishment. Once when Hans is frightened of the
dark he thinks of lines from Jeppe Aakjaer's "Jens Vejmand"
(1905)8 that hauntingly echo the mood of much of the
trilogy :
Hans liv var fuldt at Sten,
men paa hans Grav - i D~den ,
men gav ham aid rig en . (TA, p. 228)
One wonders if this poem is one his mother had read to
him from the pages of Den danske Pioneer. A sampling of the
1907 issues of that paper revealed that while most of the
poems published were by Danish-Americans, there also
appeared a poem each by the then contemporary Danish
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poets Holger Drachmann and Johan Skjoldborg, who, like
Aakjaer, often focussed on social reform motifs.
The occasional Danish church services, the Danish
language newspaper, and the spoken word at immigrant
gatherings and in the home kept Danish alive and vigorous as
long as the immigrant generation was alive. The deepest
emotional impact of the language was in the home. The
author makes this poignant comment following the scene in
which, on his first day in school , little Hans is laughed to
scorn for reciting a poem in Danish : "He had learned his first
lesson and that was that the language he used at home when
he spoke to his mother, when he said all the things he liked
best to say - the language he loved to speak was something
to be laughed at in this Nebraska school." (TA, p. 55)
Language is a bond that unites the family, but it is also a
barrier that prevents integration into the non-Danish
community around them . When Meta inadvertently speaks
Danish at a birthday party that includes neighborhood boys
whose taunts lead to a fight with the Grimsen boys, she is
deeply hurt because
for a brief time she had seen herself as emerging from
the narrow confines of her purely Danish culture into the
new life of America . She had almost made herself believe
that she could speak English and through new contacts
forget the eternal ache in her heart which drew her back
to the old country. (TA , p. 275)
The young Hans , after his first happy experience at a party
with a group of American young people, thinks " how he was
no longer a Dane, but a real American ; and then , without any
consciousness of the contradiction , went to sleep smiling at
how good an account of this party would sound in Danish as
he would tell it to his mother in the morning. " (MH , p. 167)
Appealingly , and with the same subtle skill with which
Willa Cather implies a foreign accent, Winther suggests
Danish being spoken through the occasional use of direct
tran slation of Danish syntax or idiom :
" Then , I say, thank you ," Meta answered. (TA, p . 123)
" That's true," said Meta, " And now we mu st all to bed. "
(TP, p . 41 )
" May the devil eat me if I lose any sleep over him ."
(TP, p. 87)
A novel about Danes - even immigrant Danes - that does
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not mention food and coffee could scarcely be considered
realistic . Winther does not omit this important detail. It
becomes a part of the novel almost as important as the theme
of language : There is mention of aebleskiver (TA p. 61) and of
sour-milk pancakes "of the kind he had learned to make from
his mother's recipe ." (MH, p. 281) Brown streams of coffee
flow through the novel : When there is a problem, coffee is
served ; when there is cause for happiness, coffee is served .
And it has to be Danish coffee, for, as Peter says, "The
Americans can't make coffee, that much is certain ." (TA , p.
303) Meta candidly admits on one occasion, " If it hadn't been
for coffee, I don't know how my early years with Peter in
Nebraska could have been endured ." (MH, p. 204) The adaptability of the Danes in their eclectic eagerness to accept the
new also in food is evident in the menu for the Grimsens' first
thanksgiving in Nebraska :
.. . Meta had roasted two large roosters . She stuffed them
with prunes and with them she served baked squash,
potatoes and cabbage that had been cooked for twentyfour hours until it was a delicious dark brown color. She
also made apple cake with well-browned bread crumbs, and
for this occasion, served it with whipped cream . (TA, p . 61)
Near the end of the trilogy the mingling of food and family
relationships is sensitively presented in the letter from Hans
to his mother:
. . . I find that when my mind goes back to those days
there is always a warm glow of comfort too, because in the
end my thoughts turn to you, and the joy all of us felt
when we came over the hill on our way from school and
saw the old house by the box-elder grove. We knew that
you were waiting for us, and although we couldn't actually
see you, we knew you were watching us coming down the
hill. Then as we rushed through the kitchen door, there
before us was the table all set for afternoon coffe, with
good coffee cake. There were times in that old kitchen that
will always linger in my memory as the finest experiences I
ever had . (TP, p . 269)
Language and customs bind the family to the old country,
yet there is constant tension because of the equally great
allurement of landscape and good earth in the new
homeland :
To the farmer this is the sweetest, richest season of the
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whole year. The sweat and heat of summer are gone. The
sky is clear, and the atmosphere laden with the fragrance of
apples on the ground, and the honey sweetness of the
ripening cornstalks. Peter had never ceased to marvel at the
sight of the corn fields of eastern Nebraska in the fall.
Never had they seemed more beautiful to him . (MH , pp.
133-34)
Meta, as if speaking to the low, rolling hills, says,
" Mortgage your heart, that's what you do in Nebraska," (MH ,
p . 315) and shortly after that she can also say, " Yes, Nebraska
is my home. There can never be another on this earth ." (MH,
p . 333)
The author in 1976 paid a tribute to his own double
heritage :
... Even now in my approaching old age I have moments
that I know are completely irrational, but none the less
terribly real, moments when I feel that anyone who has not
had the heritage of the "old country" to nourish his youth
must have missed one of the greatest and most meaningful
experiences of life.
Referring to Nebraska, he adds, " I lived all my working life
away from this state, yet in a sense, I never left it. Summer
after summer I returned to walk again across the fields and by
the streams where life had first become meaningful for me. " 9
Out of his own deep feeling for the human warmth of the
Danish language and Danish customs and his response to his
Nebraska home, Winther created his trilogy . Because it so
faithfully portrays the ways of one small segment of
wandering humanity, it speaks to all. As the story of the
Grimsens ends, Meta, the Dani sh pioneer, watches from the
porch of her widow's cottage as a young Bohemian family
stops its lumber wagon to ask Hans for water; he learns they
are the new renters for the Grimsens' old farm . When Meta
hears this, she walks up to them, holds their baby daughter in
her arms and kisses her, while " in her thoughts she knelt again
at Margaret 's grave ." (TP, p . 289) She moves on beyond the
pages of thi s immigrant saga to become the pioneer wife and
mother of all places, of all times, and through her love is able
to ac cept and adapt to new conditions .
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